Magnetocardiography (MCG) is
Introduction
Magnetocardiography is one of the most progressive tools for diagnosis and investigation of heart diseases, such as coronary heart disease. Noninvasiveness, contactlessness, high sensitivity makes magnetocardiography suitable for this purpose and comfortable in use for physician [1] . MCG analysis is used for diagnosis of ischemic heart disease by comparing magnetic field maps for both normal subjects and patients with ischemic heart disease [2] . Cardiac-current images that include morphological information on the heart may be obtained by projecting a twodimensional (2-D) current-arrow map (CAM), which is calculated from magnetocardiogram signals, onto a three-dimensional (3-D) standard heart model, which is intended to be applicable to all adult subjects [3] . The noninvasive magnetocardiographic mapping data is used for diagnostics and analysis of Wolf-Parkinson-White syndrome [4] and other diseases accompanied by lesions of current flow in the heart muscles.
One of the approaches of studying magnetic field in human heart is analysis of current density distribution maps (CDDM). Current density imaging is a noninvasive measurement of the electrical current density inside a conductive sample. Current density imaging measures the local magnetic field vector generated by the current flowing inside the tissue and uses a vector curl operation to calculate the current density. Since current density imaging can be performed contactlessly using SQUID, it is inherently noninvasive (when compared with multiple-electrode measurements) and does not suffer from the limitations of aforementioned techniques. Furthermore, current flow information can be calculated from the current density data using streamline analysis [7] . Aim of the study is analysis of CDDM surface area dependence on time and current density threshold for further determination of diagnostically useful characteristics.
Surface area dependence for CDDM
In this study analysis of CDDM effective surface area dependence on time was made. The technique used here is presented in the work [6] . The area of CDDM may be found as
After that the threshold λ (%) for current density, which is represented by brightness on CDDM, is specified. Then the threshold current density is calculated
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x y I t n n -current density in particular point of CDDM at defined moment. Then effective surface area can be found by the formula
Thus each CDDM (Fig.1 ) in this study is formed by using and transformation of current density vec- Udovychenko Y., Popov A., Chaikovsky I., 2014 tors, obtained using MCG. Each CDDM is a grayscale discrete image with size of M×N pixels, where white color corresponds the highest brightness and black responds the least brightness. Thus brightness of an image corresponds to the current density value in corresponding point. CDDMs are built for definite moments of time with some step (up to 10 ms) during T wave of electrocardiogram QT interval. It gives possibility to associate ECG data with corresponding dependences, calculated from CDDMs.
Fig. 1. Current density distribution map
For the present study 340 CDDMs of a group of patients with similar diagnosis were used. The main purpose was finding similarities among CDDMs of this group. Effective surface area was calculated for each map, using equations from our previous study [6] with threshold of 30% of highest current density value in a full CDDMs set for all patients in studied group.
Time dependence of effective surface area for the studied group of patients is shown in Figure 2 in boxplot view. It can be observed that the values of effective surface area for each time instant differ from one CDDM to another. For time intervals 0 -0,132 ms and 0,324 -0,396 ms, value of effective surface area is almost zero. Values of effective surface area in the interval of 0,144 -0,310 ms have large scatter, except time instants of 0,24 and 0,264 ms. But two values isn't enough for definite decision about CDDMs set of new patient belonging to the studied group.
Fig. 2. Effective surface area dependence on time for a group of patients
A new approach to assist this definition is proposed in this paper. This is dividing each CDDM into several parts. In this study, each CDDM was divided into 4 equal parts (quarters), as shown in Figure 1 . Then each quarter of CDDM in CDDMs set was processed in the same way, as full CDDM has been: for each quarter the effective surface area (Figure 3) was found. Figure 4 shows the effective surface area dependence on time for each quarter of each sub-CDDM in CDDMs set of studied group of patients. From results obtained during this work it can be seen that for finding the similarities among CDDMs set for studied group and further definition of new patient's belonging to this group, informative is time interval 0,096 -0,324 ms.
First quarters of each map have large effective surface area value scattering, so first quarter isn't useful for our purposes. Effective surface area has similar values at time intervals 0,18 -0,204 ms for the second quarter, 0,168 -0,192 for the third quarter and 0,204 -0,228 ms for the fourth quarter.
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Conclusions
The technique of studying of CDDM surface area dependence on time is proposed and tested for 340 current density distribution maps, both full and divided into 4 parts, showing the time instants in which effective surface area values have the smallest scatter. The proposed approach can be used for finding the similarities among CDDMs set for studied group and further definition of new patient's belonging to this group.
